Independent
Contractor Compliance
Management - Tech
Platform integration to
facilitate tutor loyalty and
productivity

01 Our Client
An international tutoring education company with offices in Canada, China and USA has thousands of students taught in over 27 provinces in
China. They have a self-sourced pool of independent contractor tutors who perform online English language tutoring for students located
in China.

02 The Situation
The tutoring company was looking to bring on 250 self-sourced independent contractor tutors in North America. They required a contractor
management partner with locations in Canada and USA for contractor tutor vetting, management and monthly payments upon completion of
tutoring sessions. Having no understanding of Canada or USA compliance laws, the tutoring company identified the need to mitigate risk
relating to contractor classification and to have an external 3rd party contractor management company facilitate the vetting process and
provide indemnification.
The partner selected was also required to onboard tutors and provide monthly payments after reporting processes.

03 CXC's Solution
CXC implemented a centralized solution with a compliance and account team in Canada and USA, providing independent contractor vetting to
ensure tutors were properly classified as independent contractors.
The CXC project team worked with tutoring company and tutors during onboarding to validate local independent contractor vetting
requirement and validate tutor responses to country-specific online questionnaires.
Key Services CXC provides to the company include:
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04 The Results

The partnership with CXC enables the tutoring company to access tutor talent anywhere in North America compliantly and cost effectively.
The positive tutor experience, and having a responsive compliance and management company, creates tutor loyalty and productivity. Tutors
can set their own hours, work when and where they want, control their learning environment and enrich the lives and language capabilities of
their Chinese students.
CXC’s workforce management solution has delivered enhanced compliance and governance controls, and significant cost and process
efficiencies to tutoring company, including:
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CXC is the leading international provider of outsourced HR solutions for contingent
workers. We enable companies to achieve a competitive advantage through
managing contingent workforce quality, efficiency and risk, while reducing costs.
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